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With the rapid growth of the Spanish-speaking population worldwide, this comprehensive
communicator has become an indispensable resource for healthcare students and professionals
everywhere. The Fourth Edition has been designed to give easier and faster access to nearly
23,000 comprehensive medical terms, technology-related medical terms, and medical
abbreviations, plus definitions, translations, tips on pronunciation, signs and symptoms of common
disorders, practical phrases used in daily communication with patients, and much more.Access to
thePoint website featuring audio pronunciation glossary with Spanish audio, image bank, and
appendices formatted as PDFs
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Good bilingual EnglishSpanish medical dictionary that has 20,000+ terms with many appendices
(e.g., common diagnostic/disease abbreviations, , consult/interview, medical documents like
consent forms) that make it an excellent choice for a medical/healthcare professional--more so if
English is L1--and would be especially helpful to an interpreter or translator. Too heavy for pocket.
This newest 4th Edition has many editing errors and its Table of Contents don't match up making it
difficult to locate some sections.

I'm a pharmacist in an area where about half my patients don't speak English. I'm always looking for
more resources to help them. This book is useful as a more extensive resource. It has more detailed

and extensive medical terms than I've found in any other book. Just about any medical terminology
you can think of is in here. However, I've found that a lot of the things in this book are more complex
terms like I'd use when speaking with another health care provider instead of what I'd use to explain
things to patients (even the English translations). In that same area of problem, a lot of the
translations sound much more formal than the way my patients speak. I've been discussing
insurance and billing with my customers for over ten years, and these are not the words that they
use. I asked one patient that speaks some English, and he told me this book was more formal,
which makes sense with my overall impression of the book. In general, this is a great reference if
you need to look up something more detailed or 'bigger' medical words and terminology, but I think
you'd be better off with a pocket translator for everyday needs. Before I close this review, I will
mention a few things I did really like about this book. It has glossy color pictures of human anatomy
with translations of all of the body parts (not just what you'd find in Spanish 101 book, but detailed
medical terms). There are example legal documents in English and Spanish such as informed
consent papers and living wills. There are separate sections that have everything all together for
common things like signs of a heart attack or what you might ask in an ambulance. Still, even in
those sections, some of the things the authors chose to tell you how to say seem a bit odd.

This book is a great referance tool for anyone in the health care field.It contains translations for:*
medical abbreviations* conversions* adjectives,prepositions,conjunctions* common medical history
questions* review of symptoms* anatomy* medical tests and explanations* nutrition* newbornIt also
contains pronunciation suggestions, illustrations and nearly everything possible.The cost is low in
comparison to the vast translations offered.I recommend this book highly to anyone in the health
care field.

Spanish-English English-Spanish Medical DictionaryA comprehensive resource for healthcare
providers and healthcare students allowing us to break the language barrier we face often when
trying to converse with Spanish-speaking patients. This is an indispensable resource as the book
contains almost all health related terms you will come in contact with during the conversation
between you the healthcare provider and the Spanish speaking client.I highly recommend this book
as a necessity for healthcare students and providers. This new edition provides faster and easier
access to comprehensive medical terms, technological related medical terms, medical
abbreviations; it also provides definitions, translations, tips on pronunciation, signs and symptoms of
commonly occurring disorders seen in practice, and practical phrases used in the daily

communication with your clients.You also will receive access to the Point website featuring audio
pronunciation glossary with Spanish audio, image bank, and appendices formatted as PDFs.I think
this dictionary is excellent! It is the most comprehensive medical Spanish dictionary I have found. It
is an Excellent Tool for Translations. I have also noted the hospital Spanish interpreters using this
book in their daily routine contact with Spanish speaking patients.
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